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PHILAS NEWS 4 DECEMBER 2000 

Norman ·J. Sheppard 

CELEBRATING THE LIFE OF NORMAN J. SHEPPARD 

Today family and friends of Norman Sheppard are gathered to celebrate his life. Norm (as he is 
affectionately known) was a man of many parts. An academic with qualifications in Industrial Chemistry, 
Metallurgy & Botany. He was also a Teacher, a Carpenter, Wordsmith and Graphic Artist, and my guide 
and mentor over the past 30 years. 

With all this knowledge he was called on by the War Ministry to apply his talents to the making of 
munitions during WWII. He was placed in charge of a workforce of 700 personel, and at one stage was 
sent to New Guinea to sort out an ordinance problem. To carry out this mission, Norm was given the 
temporary Army rank of Lt. Colonel giving him authority to Act. He was sworn to secrecy- which he 
maintained until long after the war. 

Concurrently, this man of peace spent his leisure hours· studying stamps, in a scientific way of course. 
It was therapy, and this cultural activity set him on the course to a brillian~ philatelic future where he 
would use his skills for the acquisition of knowledge- research into stamp production, papers, gums and 
printing methods - in his quest for a NSW "Home of Philately", which came into being 25 years later. 

Norm helped to draw up the PHILAS Constitution in 1970. He was appointed as aTrustee and in 1973 
became President of Phi las. He served on numerous committees, virtually the manager of Phil as House, 
with furniture, fittings, repairs and maintenance his responsibility. This included odd job man, Mr. Fixit, 
which he excelled at. All work was carried out in a Voluntary capacity and he championed Volunteerism. 

His crowning glory was the establishment of a Phil as Library Catalogue when he accepted the post of 
Han. Librarian. This achievement will be superceded by a new edition which has taken 2% years to 
compile and is due for publication in 2001. 

Every workday we would listen to the master quote from a book he was reading, usually history books, 
and he would keep us entertained and enlightened as history "came to lifen- he always had a ready and 
appreciative audience. His retention of facts and figures was astounding. 

Norm was the Founder and Editor of "The Bulletin"· (ACCC Journal) for 39 years, and the "NSW 
Philatelisr (P.S.NSW) until recently. Editorials conveyed his thoughts on many subjects- particularly 
the inequality of government funding- billions for Sport, baubles for Recreation, the "Teen Tax" being 
foisted on Phil as in 1993 and laterly the G. S. T. impost without any compensation for change. He did not 
change Australian history, but he left vivid impressions of the "good old days», and social injustice. 

On behalf of PHI LAS, its clubs, societies and their members, I wish to convey our condolences to Norm's 
family in their loss. On a personal note, my wife and I will miss his wit and wisdom. It was a pleasure 
to work with him and a privilege to have known him -a good man, a great man, and a gentleman. 

S.P.GRIFFITH 
PHILAS Trustee. 
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I 
THE POSTAL HISTORY OF RUSSIA- A RESUME 

1550- Ivan The Terrible set up a postal service with other countries, 
but it was hot successfulo 

1660- Tsar Alexis Mikhaelovitch started service againo By 1670 a courier 
service was operative internally and externallyo 

1717- Based on German postal methods Peter The Great re-organised the 
postal system and opened the first General Post Office in the 
country at StoPetersburgo Due to the backwardness of the people 
it was liitle used. In the late 1700's the Latin alphabet was 
used in the marks at forwarding and receiving stationso Some of 
these remained in use as late as 1856o Meantime the Cyrillic 
alphabet was creeping. 
A few of the early postmarks are reproduced on the next sheeto 

1845- Letter-sheets were issued for use by the "StoPetersburg Town Post". 
This service extended to surrounding districts during the summer. 
Later theservice was extended to Moscowo 

1848- Internal Posts for whole countryo Envelope s for this purpose 
carried 10, 20, and 30 kopek values printe d on t he flaps o The 
watermark took the form of a l~rge eagleo 

1856- Russian Postal Administration sent to Prussi a to study modern 
postal services. On return the recomme ndati on was made that 
adhesive labels be usedo 

1858- On 1st January 1858 the first stamp was issued i mpe rforate due 
non-arrival of perforating machine from Vi enna o A little l ater 
in the year the stamps were issue d perfora t ed . Pen ca ncellat ions 
wre used at the beginning of this service o 

"Dots" Postmarks followed, and examples are shown on she et Noo 3 • 

Circular Cancellations- The earlier types of pos t mar ks (see sheet 2) 
were replaced by circular cancella t i ons wi th one circleo These 
carried the town name at the top , the date i n the centre, a nd 
a conventional design at the bottomo The s e were use d in conjunction 
with the "Dots" postmarks, but as these were phased out the 
circular types t ·ook on the double function of cancelling the 
stamp, as well indicating the office of receipt. These were 
followed in turn by double circled types. Indicative of the growth 
of postal services various special postmarks soon appeared in 
St.Petersburg and Moscow for the various sorting and despatching 
officeso Examples of circular postmarks are shown on sheet Noo4. 

A number of Post 5ffices continued to forward letters without 
adhesive stamps for several years after their issue in 1858. A cover 
despatched from Riga in April 1864 is shown as an example on 
sheet Noo6o 
The rapid railway expansion brought the "Postal Railway Car 11 o 
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RUSSIAN POSTAL 

STATIONERY. 

(b) The Period 1875 to 1880 (cont'd.). 

These three rates applied to postal stationery as well. It is well 
t o note that many of the gubirna issued their own postal stationery. 

Some of the early emissions of this embossed postal stationery carried 
t he embossing in the upper left corner but this changed permanently to 
t he upper right corner. 

(c) The Period 1883 to 1889: 

Stationery with a new design of stamp appeared from 1883 onwards 
wi th all the printing being done by letterpress. For the first time the 
stamps carried the words postage stamp above and around the Imperial eagle 
with the posthorns below and the values at the for corners. 

(d) The Period 1889 to 1896: 

In 1889 the Russian Post Office and Telegraph Office combined and 
similarly designed stationery was issued but with thunderbolts added to 
the posthorns. 

(e) The Period 1896 to 1917: 

In 1896 newly designed postcards appeared carrying the words Uni ver sal 
Postal Union in both French and Russian. This design remained in use up 
to the Revolutions of 1917 and even thereafter. 

(g) The Romanov Tercentenary Issue: 

This was issued in 1913 and remained on issue officailly for that 
year. It was overprinted for use in various outposts of the Russian Empire 
as were the General Issues of postal stationery. 
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THE EFFECT OF INFLATION ON THE POSTAL CHARGES OF THE RUSSIAN SOCIALIST 

FEDERATIVE REPUBLIC 1917 TO 1923. 

The economic breakdown within Imperial Russia (Tsarist Russia) ar1s1ng 
from the World War caused a political upheaval which resulted in two 
Revolutions- the first in March 1917 and the second in November 1917. 
This latter Revolution led to the formation on 7th. November 1917 of the 
Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic (R.S.F.S.R.). During the 
Civil War period which ensued , inflation and the corresponding depreciation 
of the currency became rife. 

This exhibit of postal material reflects various facets of the inflation 
which occurred during the period March 1917 to May 1923, namely -

1) Basic postal rates in the period of the Kerensky Provisional Government, 
March to November 1917 remained the same as for the previous Tsarist 
Regime, thus -

Letter rate within Russia 
Foreign letter rate 
Registration fee 

, 
- 4kop. 
-lOkop. 
-20kop. 

2) During the period 7th November 1917 to February 1920 of the R.S.F.S.R. 
the postal rates remained the same as they had been in the period of 
the Tsarist Regime, and Tsarist stamps continued to be used. 

3) In March 1920 the Tsarist stamps were •revalued at 100 times face value 
to keep pace with the increasing inflationary trend occurring within 
the country. As a result of this revaluation the Foreign Postal Rate 
became lOroubles (R) and the Registration Fee 20R. 

4) In mid-1921 a further revaluation took place increasing the Foreign 
Letter Rate to l,OOOR and the Registration Fee to l,OOOR. As a result 
of this change the definitive stamps of the R.S.F.S.R. which were issued 
in August 1921 were soon surcharged to higher Rouble values. 

5) Early in December 1921 another currency revauation occurred resulting 
in the Foreign Letter Rate becoming S,OOOR and the Registration Fee 
S,OOOR. Stamps w ~e surcharged to reflect this change. 

6 ) In April 1922 the Tsarist stamps were again revalued, this time at 
1 million times face for the kopek values and at 10,000 times face for 
t he Rouble values. To keep pace with these changes the earlier definitive 
stamps of the R.S.F.S.R. were surcharged to very high Rouble values. 

7) Late in 1922 Tsarist stamps were surcharged with the star emblem of the 
R.F.S.R. and new values in terms of '1922' Roubles on the basis of 
1 '1922' R being equal in value to lO,OOOR of the previous period. On 
this basis the Foreign Letter Rate became lOR and the Registration Fee 
lOR. 

8) In M~y 1923 the currency was revalued again, this time resulting in the 
issue of low valued definitives on the basis of lR being equal to lOOR 
of the '1922' period, and al so on the basi s of lR being equ1valent to 
1 mill ion roubles of t he period pr ior to the '1922 ' rouble. 
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R.S.F.S.R. 

DEFINITIVE ISSUE - 7th. November 1918. 

Designed by R.Sarrinsch. 

Engraved by P.Kcedeaca. 

Typographed on white paper with vertical criss-crossed varnish lines on 
printed surface. 

Line perforation - 13~. 

Line 

Perf. 

l3t 

Line 

Perf. 

13~ 

Comb 

Perf. 

13~ 

Rough 

Line 

Perf. 

In Wes.tern Countries this stamp is reputed to have been prepared during 
the period of the Kerensky Provisional Government and claims have been 
made that it was issued in March 1918 with the main issue in November 
1918. Th ese claims are not supported by Soviet and German Sources, which 
say it was issued at the first Anniversary of the October Revolution i.e. 
7th November 1918 (new style). 
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1918 (7 Nov.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. NEW DESIGN. Designed by R.Sarrinsch. 
This issue was prepared by the Kerensky Government in 
1917, but remained unissued until the advent of the 
Soviet Government of the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist 
Republic, after 7 November 1917. The issue was first placed 
on sale in March 1918 , and generally after 25 October 1918. 
The date 7 Nov. 1918 given in German Catalogues would 
suggest this t o be the first anniversa ry of the November 
Revolution of 191 7 1 but this may have been fortuitous. 

1) Printing- Typographed on white paper with oblique 
criss-crossed varnish lines on the 
surface of the stamp. Also occasionally 

without varnish lines. 
2) Perforation- 13}. 
3) Colours- 35Kop.- blue ( s hades ). 

70Kop.- brown. 
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1919(Nov.-Dec.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. Arms Types with Varnish Lines Horiz
ontal. Designs as previous issues. 

This issue in sheets of 50 was print
ed from new plates with narrow margins 
especially the vertical margins. 

The stamps are generally poor prints. 

Perf. 13i. , and Imperf. 
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And not the 
following 
watermark as 
stated by 
Stanley Gibbons. 

1) ~ 

1921 (5 Aug.)- PROVISIONAL ISSUE. 

Note: In August 1921 surcharges 
of 250R. on Tsarist stamps 
either by hand-stamp or in 
manuscript are known to have 
been made in 12 towns. 

Fes t al Savings Bank, and Control Stamps 
authorised for postage at the postal 
ratB of 250R. per stamp. 
1) Perforation- 13. 
2) Watermark- 'Lozenge' t ype as illus

trated above, and not 
as indicated by Stanley 
Gibbons. 

3) Typographed in first colour listed 
below with a burele back-ground in 
the second colour, viz: 
25Kop.- black/pale brown. 
50Kop.- brown/buff. 

1R. - red-orange/buff. 
3R. - green/buff. 
5R. - deep blue/buff. 

10R. carmine/buff. 
25R. - chocolate/buff. 

100R. - black/blue and red. 
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PROVISIONAL ISSUE - 5th. Augustl921. 

Post 1 Savings Bank and Control Stamps authorised for postage at the postal 
rate of 250R. per stamp. 

Perforation: 13. Watermark: 'Lozenge' type. Typographed in first colour 
with a burele backgr und 

in the second colour. 

Watermark. 
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1921 (25 Aug.-Oct.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. NEW DESIGN. 250R. value symbolic 
of intellectual pursuits. Designed 
by G.Reindorf. Imperforate. 
Lithographed on white unwatermarked 
paper of varying thickness, and in 
various shades a£ printed colour, 
viz: 
Colour Medium Thin Pelure Chal:k 
Slate-lilac * --.- * * 
Slate-violet * * * * 
Grey-black * * * * 
Violet * 
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1921 (5 Aug.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUES. NEW DESIGNS symbolic of Agriculture (1R.) 
and Industry (3R.). Imperforate. 
1) Designs by- 1R.~V.Kuprianov and 

2R. L G.Reindorf. 
5R. G.Reindorf. 

2) Lithographed on white medium, and thin 
unwatermarked paper in the shades of 
printed colour stated below-
1R. (a) Orange. 

(b)Orange-yellow. 
2R. (a) Pale-brown. 

(b) Grey-brown. 
5R. Dull blue. 
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Thin 
paper. 

1921 (5 Aug.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. NEW DESIGN.SHOWING the National Insignia. 
Designed by V.Kuprianov. 
1) Lithographed on white unwatermarked 

paper: a) medium thickness. 
b) thin. 
c) pelure. 

2) Imperforate. 
3) Colours of the 20R. value

blue, light blue, and indigo. 
Note: On sale only at Petrograd, Moscow, and Kharkov. 

290,00 printed. 
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1921 (5 Aug •. )- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. NEW DESIGN symbolic of Triumph of 
Revolution. Designed by M.Antonov, 
and engraved by P.Ksidias. 
1) Recess-printed on thick white paper 

in a slate-blue colour. 
2) Watermark is illustrated above, and 

appears upright and sideways left, 
and right. 

3) Stamp size varies as follows: 
. 1 1 Upr1ght wmk.- 372X232 mm. 

Sideways wmk.-38~X23 mm. 
Size differences due to dampening 
of paper prior to printing. 

Note: On sale only at Petrograd, Moscow1 and Kharkov. 
175,000 printed. 
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Thin 
paper. 

1921 (25 Aug.-Oct.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. Design symbolic of Agriculture. 
300R. designed by V.KUPRIANOV. 
Lithographed on white unwa±ermarked 
paper of varying thickness, and 
printed in various shades of colour, 
viz: 
Colour 
Green 
Pale green 

Medium 
* 
* 

Thin Pelure --*- * 
* 

Note: Forgeries of these issues 
have occured. 
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Thin 
paper. 

1921 (25 Aug.-Oct.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. Design symbolic of Agric~lture. 
200R. design by V.Kuprianov. Imperforate. 

Lithographed on white unwatermarked paper of vary
ing thickness, and in various shades of printed 
colour, viz: 
Colour Medium Thin 

Brown 
Red-brown 
Chocolate 
Grey-brown 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

Note: On sale only at Petrograd, Moscow, and Kharkov. 
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1921 (25 Aug.-Oct.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. Design symbolic of Industry. 
500R. designed by G.Reindorf. Imperforate. 
Lithographed on white unwatermarked paper of vary
ing thickness, and in various shades of printed 
colour,viz: 
Colour Medium Thin 

Bright blue 
Ultramarine 

* 
* 

* 
* 

Note: Forgeries of these issues are known. 
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ridge 

1921 (25 Aug.-Oct.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. Symbolic of Industry. 
1000R. designed by G.Reindorf. Imperforate. 
Lithographed on white unwatermarked paper of vary
ing thickness, and quality, and in shades of 
printed colour, viz: 
Colour Meaium Thin Pelure Chalk-surf. Thick. 

Rose-carmine • • 
Pale-rose • • 
Red • • • 
Bright-carmine • • 
Scarlet • • • 20



Pelure 
Paper 

1921 (25 Aug.-Oct.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. Design symbolic of Agriculture. 
Designed by V.Kuprianov. Value- 100R. Imperforate. 
1) Lithographed on white unwatermarked paper of 

varying thickness, and in various shades of 
printed colour, viz: 
Colour Medium Thin Pelure 
Orange 
Bright-yellow 
Brown-orange 
Olive 
Ochre 

* 
* 
* 
* 

-.-
* 
* 
* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

Note: On sale only at Petrograd, Moscow, and Kharkov. 
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1921 (7 Nov.)- COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE.• 4th Anniversary of the October 
Revolution. Design by K.Goppe shows 
Emblem of the R.S.F.S.R. Imperforate. 
Typographed on white unwatermarked 
paper in the following colours: 

100R. Orange. 
200R. Brown. 
250R. Violet. 

1000R. Rose. 
Note: 3,ooo,ooo sets printed. The 

200R. was prepared, but not 
issued. 
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pa~er. 

1921 (31 Dec.)- CHARITY ISSUE. Volga Famine Relief. Imperfora~e. 
Designed by Y.Kachura, and N.Rasumovskaya. 

Due to a severe drought and the dislocation 
created by the prolonged civil war famine 
conditions developed along the Volga River 
during 1921. Great help was given by the 
Quaker organisation of u.s.A. These 
Charity Stamps were placed on sale for 
use at the postal rate of 250R. with an 
added Surtax of 2,000R. for charity. 
The 2250R. red value was typographed on 
white medium thickness, white cartridge, 
and pelure papers. Paper unwatermarked. 
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1921 (31 Dec.)- CHARITY ISSUE. Volga Famine Relief. Imperforate. 
Designed by Y.Kachura, and N.Rasumovskaya. 

Typographed on white medium thickness, 
and pelure papers. Paper is unwatermarked. 

Other detail as for 2,250R. red value. 
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1921 (31 Dec.)- CHARITY ISSUE. Volga Famine Issue. Imperforate. 
Designed by N.Rasumovskaya. 

Typographed on medium white unwatermarked 
paper. 

Other detail as for 2,250R. red value. 
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1921 (31 Dec.)- CHARITY ISSUE. Volga Famine Relief. Imperforate. 
Designed by Y.Kachura, and N.Rasumovskaya. 

Typographed on white medium thickness, 
and pelure paper. Paper unwatermarked. 

Other detail as for 2,250R. red value. 
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Type1. 
Medium 
Paper. 
Note: 
inverted 
overprint. 

Type2. 
Chalk-

pa'"~er. 

1922- PROVISIONAL ISSUE. Science and Arts Issue surcharged diagonally 
7500rub. in black or blue- black. 
Two types of surcharge exist: 
(a) 7500 rub. is 23-23imm.long with 2mm.between 

0 and r. 
(b) 7500 rub. is 24-24imm.long with 3mm.between 

0 and r. 

Imperforate. Unwatermarked paper. 
Detail of issue: 
7500R. on 250R. Slate-violet. Medium paper. 
7500R. on 250R. 11 11 Inv. " " 
7500R. on 250R. Slate-lilac. Pelure paper. 
7500R. on 250R. 11 11 Chalk surf. ppr. 
7500R. on 250R. Violet-black. 11 11 11 

Note: The inflated currency is 1922 paper-roubles ( 10?00 1922 
paper-roubles= 1 Rouble of previous currency). 

Note: The colours of the surcharge are difficult to discern-
(a) Black is dense (b) Blue-black is thinner and the stamp 

design is partially visible beneath. 
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1922- PROVISIONAL ISSUE. Previous issues surcharged in black with two 
types of overprint: (a) 5000 rub. 

(b) R.S.F.S .. R. 
10000 r. 

Two types of (b) exist- Type 1 - ~mm. between 
lines of surcharge. 
Type 2- 7 mm. between 
lines of surcharge. 

Imperforate. 
Detail of issue: 
Value Qolour PaEer Wmk. 
5000R. on 1R. Orange-yellow. Medium 
5000R. on 2R. Pale-brown. " 
5000R. on 2R. Sepia. 

II 

5000R. on 5R. Blue. " 
5000R. on 20R. Blue. " 
5000R. on 20R. Indigo. Pelure T '-

10000R. on 40R.Type1. Slate-blue Medium Vert. 
10000R. on 40R.Type1. Slate-blue. " Horiz. 
10000R. on 40R.Type2. Slate-blue. " Vert. 28



1922- CONSULAR FEE STAMPS- This series of Imperial stamps were overprinted in 
Red by the Russian Embassy, Berlin for the trans 
mission of official mail by the Berlin- Moscow air 
service in July, 1922. A stamp showing the overprint 
is included. The stamps were in use for a short per
iod only, and many forgeries exist. 
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RUSSIAN CONSULAR CUSTOMS DUTY STAMPS. 

In July 1922 some values of this series were surcharged in red and used as Ait 
Mail stamps. These were used only by the Russian Embassy in Berlin for transmission 
of official mail by the Berlin-Moscow air service. 
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RUSSIAN CONSULAR CUSTOMS DUTY STAMPS. 
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1922 (Feb.)- CHARITY PROVISIONAL ISSUE. Sword and Chain Issue of 1918 
surcharged with various values and in various colours. 

Detail: 
Value Colour 6olour of surcharge 
100R. 100R. ?OK. 

. 
Brown. Black. + on 

100R. + 100R. on ?OK. Brown. Blue. 
100R. + 100R. on ?OK. Brown. Carmine. 
250R. + 250R. on ?OK. Blue. Black. 
250R. + 250R.on 35K. Blue. Carmine. 
250R. + 250R. on 35K. Blue. Orange. 

Issued to aid famine relief. 
All values exist with and without varnish lineso 
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1922 (April)- CHARITY ISSUE. Rostov-on-Don Famine Relief. Designed by 
A.Manevcha. Imperforate and without gum. 
Lithographedon white paper. 
Detail: 
2T (2000R.)- Green. 
2T (2000R.)- Rose. 
4T (4000R.)- Rose. 
6T (6000R.)- Green. 

Note: This issue had no franking value, 
but could be used, additionally, on 
registered letters, money orders, 
and parcels. 

4 
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R.S.F.S.R. 

1922(19Aug) -Charity Provisional Issue. Tsarist Issues 

of 1909 - 11 overprinted with 4 lines of 

print reading downwards. Over- print reads -

"Philately - for the Children". 

Only on sale at Moscow for one day. 

Sold at values four-fifths of which represented 

Surtax for Juvenile Welfare, thus: 

Value Perf.14 X 14.5 Imperf. 

1kop. (+ 4.99rbl) * * 
2kop. (+ 9.98rbl) * 
3kop. {+ 14.97rbl) * 
Skop. (+ 24.95rbl) * 

10kop. (+ 49.90rbl) * 

All values exist with overprint reading down. 
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paper. 

surfaced 
paper. 

1922 (1Nov.)- 250R. Science and Arts Issue surcharged diagonally 100.000 
rub. in black. Imperforate. Unwatermarked.Provisional issue. 

Detail of issue: 
100.000R. on 250R. Slate-violet. Medium paper. 
100.000R. on 250R. Violet-black. 11 11 

100.000R. on 250R. Slate-violet. Pelure paper. 
100.000R. on 250R. Violet-black. 11 11 

100.000R. on 250R. Slate-violet. Chalk-sur.ppr. 
Note: The inflated currency is 1922 paper-roubles (10,000 

1922 paper-roubles= 1 Rouble of previous currency). 
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1922- PROVISIONAL ISSUE. Previous issues surcharged in red with two types 
of overprint: (a) 5000rub. (b) R.S.F.S.R. 

10000r. 
Latter overprint exists in type 1 only. 
Imperforate. 
Detail of issue: 
Value Colour 

5000R. on ·· 1R. Orange-yellow 
5000R. on 2R. Pale-brown. 
5000R. on 2R. Sepia. 
5000R. on 5R. Blue. 
5000R. on 20R. Blue. 
5000R. on 20R. Indigo. 

10000R. on 4oR. Type1.Slate-blue. 
10000R. on 40R. Type~.Slate-blue. 

Paper Wmk. 

Medium. 
II 

II 

11 

II 

Pelure. 
Medium. Vert. 

II Horiz. 
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40 

Chalk-surfaced Chalk-surfaced 
paper. No Wmk. 

1922 (March)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. Earlier and New Design. Imperforate. 
1) Designs by-

7500R. Earlier Hammer and Sickle design. 
Other Values -G.Reindorf. 

2) Lithographed on Wmked and unwatermarked 
paper. 

3) Wmk.- 'lozenge' pattern-: yentical and 
horizontal. 

4) Detail of issue: 
Value Colour Paper 
5000 (APRIL) Deep-violet Medium-vert.wmk. 
7500R. Blue. 
7500R Blue. 
7500R. Blue/buff. 

10000R.(April)Blue. 
22500R. Dp.Purple 

/buff. 

Note: Currency in 1922 Paper Roubles. 

rr rr rr 
11 -horiz.wmk. 

Chalk no wmk. 
Medium-vert.wmk. 
Chalk no wmk. 
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1922 - COMMEMORATIVE ISSUE OF 5TH. NOVEMBER - On the occasion of the 5th 
Anniversary of the October Revolution. 

Expressed in 1922 Roubles each worth 10,000 of former depreciated roubles. 

Designed by J.J.Dubasov and typographed on white paper of medium thick
ness. 
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1922 (7 N6V.)- COMMEMORATIWE ISSUE. 5th. Anniversary of the Octo.ber 
Revolution. Designed by J.J.Dubasov. 
Typographed on white paper of medium 
thickness. 500,000 sets issued. 
Imperforate. 
Detail: 

5R. Black & orange-yellow-Medium paper. 
5R. 11 11 11 11 -Thin paper. 

10R. Black & brown -Med. paper. 
10R. 11 11 11 -Thin paper. 
25R. Black & deep purple -Med. paper. 
25R. 11 11 11 11 -Pelure ppr. 
27R. Black & carmine -Med. paper. 
27R. 11 11 11 -Pelure ppr. 
45R. Black & blue -Med. paper. 
45R. 11 11 11 -Pelure ppr. 

Note: The value of these stamps is expressed in 1922 roubles 
each worth 10,000 each worth of the former depreciated 
paper roubles. 
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1922 (7 Nov.)- AIR MAIL PROVISIONAL ISSUE. Design of the 5th. Anniversary 
of the October Revolution 
issue in new colour with red 
aeroplane overprint. Imperforate. 

Typographed on medium thickness 
paper. 

45Ro Black and green with red 
overprint. 

Note: On sale only at Moscow 
G.P.O. 100,00 sets iss
ued. 
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R.S.F.S.R. 

1922(18Nov) -Charity Issue. Famine Relief Stamps issued 

without values due to inflation. 

Designed by R.Sarrinsch. Lithographed. 

Imperforate. Printed on thin and medium paper. 

Sold at 20rbl. + 5rbl. 

NOTE: 100,000 sets issued. 
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1922 (Dec.)- t923 (March)- PROVISIONAL ISSUE. Tsarist designs of 1909-11 
overprinted in black with Soviet emblem and 
value in roubles. Overprints t y pographed and 
lithographed in all cases. Perforated 14t comb. 
Detail: 
5R. on 

20R. on 
20R. on 
30R. on 
30R. on 
40R. on 
40R. on 
40R. on 

100R. on 
200R. on 
200R. on 
200R. on 

20K. 
15K. 
?OK. 
50K. 
50K. 
15K. 
15K. 
15K. 
15K. 
15K. 
15K. 
15K. 

Scarlet and deep blue 
Blue and brown-lilac 
Vermillion and brown 
Green and lilac 

(3.23.) 
(3.23.) 
(12.22.) 
(2 • .:l3.) 

Green and brown-violet. 
Blue and lilac (3.23.) 
Blue and brown-lilac. 
Blue and pale brown-lilac. 
Blue&brown-lilac (3.23.) 
Blue and lilac. 
Blue and brown-lilac (3.23.) 
Blue and pale brown-lilac. 
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1922 (Dec.)-1923 (March)- PROVISIONAL ISSUE. Tsarist designs of 1909-11 
overprinted in black with Soviet emblem and 
valueo Overprints typographed and lithographed 
in all cases. Imperforate. 
Detail: 
5R. on 20K. Scarlet on deep blue. 

20R. o& 15K. Blue on brown-lilac 
20R. on ?OK. Vermillion and brown. 
30R. on 50K. Green and lilac 
30R. on 50K. 
40R. on 15K. 
40R. on 15K. 

100R on 15K. 
200R. on 15K. 

Green and brown-lilac. 
Blue and brown-lilac. 
Blue and pale brown-lilac. 
Blue and brown-lilac. (3.23.) 
Blue and brown-lilac. (3.23.) 
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1922- EXCHANGE=CONTROL STAMPS. For use with export of postage stamps. 
Sword and Chain issue of 1918 with 
4-line overprint. 

Detail: 

250R. on 35K. blue. 
500R. on ?OK. brown. 
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1922- CHARITY ISSUE. A so-called Famine Relief Issue made in Odessa. 
Never authorised for postal use, nor known used 
postally. Issued privately in 7 values-
250R., 500R., 1000R., 2500R., 5000R., 10,000R., and 
750r •• 
This Issue is treated here as a "Cinderella" issue, 
but attempts have been made in the past to dispose 
of it as a genuine postal emission. 
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1922- CHARITY ISSUE. The so-called Famine Relief Issue made in Odessa 
(Continued). 
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1922- CHARITY ISSUE. The s o-called Famine Relief Issue made in Odessa 
(Continued). 
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1922 (Dec.)- 1923 (Jan.)- DEFINITIVE ISSUE. Small format Worker and 
Soldier Issue designed by I.Shadr. Typographed 
on white surfaced paper. 
Detail: 
Value 

10R. 
50R. 
?OR. 

100R. 

Colour 
Deep blue 
Brown. 
Purple. 
Orange-red. 

Date Perf. or Imperf. 
1922(Dec.) Imperf. 

ditto ditto 
ditto ditto 
ditto ditto 

Values & colours 1923(Jan.) 14X14i(comb) 
as for imperf. issue. 

10R. 

10R. 
50R. 
?OR. 

Deep blue 

Deep blue. 
Brown. 
Purple. 

1923(Jan.) 

1923(Jan.) 
ditto 
ditto 

13-! (line) 

12~ (line) 
ditto 
ditto 
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1923- UNION OF THE SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (U.S.S.R.). 

The U.S.S.R. was formed on the 6th. July, 1923 by the amalgamation 
of the following Republics: 

Russian Soviet Fedmr.ative Socialist Republic (R.S.F.S.R.) 

UKrainian Soviet Socialist Republic. 

Transcaucasian Federation of Soviet Socialist Republics. 

Far Eastern Soviet Socialist Republic. 

Uzbek s.s.R. 
Tadzhik s.s.R. 
T~rkmenian S.S.R. 
Kirghiz s.s.R. 

The U.S.S.R. has , since July 1923 , issued its own postage stamps 
and run its own centralised postal service as part of the U.P.U. 
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I 

R.S.F.S.R. 

1923(Jan) -Definitive Issue Error. One 70rbl. Cliche 

included on lOOrbl. Sheet. 

Certain printings of the lOOvalue contain a 
70rbl. cliche inadvertantly inserted in the 
plate. The cliche involved is No.12 on the 
sheet of 25 stamps arranged in 5 rows of 5. 
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1923 (Jan.). -U.S.S.R.- ISSUE FOR THE FAR EAST. Worker and soldier types 
of the R.S.F.S.R. surcharged in black, or red. 

Overprint reads- 11 D V" (= "Dalni-vostochnaya".) 
Value in Kopeks. 

" Zolotom".{ Gold currency). 

Exists - Imperforate, and perforation 14X1~. 

Note: These surcharges were made for use in 
Eastern Siberia pending the introduction 
of Gold Currency in the U.s.s.R. as a 
whole. 
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R.S.F.S.R. 

1923 - DEFINITIVE ISSUE OF R.S.F.S.R. - May 1923. 

Expressed in '1923' roubles each being equal in value to lOOR of '1922' 
currency and to 1 million Roubles of the depreciated currency before 
that. 

Designed by I.Shadr and lithographed on medium white paper. 

This was the last definitive issue of the R.S.F.S.R. 

The R.S.F.S.R. became part of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(U.S.S.R.) on 6th July 1923, when a new currency based on the gold stand
ard was introduced, and kopek valued stamps came back into vogue. 
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A. 1.-L1thographed 

B. 1.-Lithographed 

C. 1.-Lithographed. 
(i) Right shoulder 
touches frame at left. 
( ii) Lines of shading 
well-defined . 

A 2.-Typographed . 
Less shading, and 
clearer impression 

B 2.-Typographed 
Clearer impressiOn . 
Less shading, par
ticularly on hair and 
face of peasant. 

C 2.--Typographed . 
li) R1ght shoulder 
does not touch frame 
at left. 
( ii) Lines of shading 
broken by white 
patches 

et.fltiJ:J·lii 
d . 1 .-Lithographed. 

Full stop after " KOP" 
Fig . "3" symmetrical. 

e. 1.-Ltthographed . 
Thin ftgure " 4" 

1.-lithographed . 
"3" with bent head, 
and "o" broad . 

L1• M:!.ui 
g. 1.-Lithographed . 

Tall and open " 4" . 
Narrow-spaced "KOP" 

h. 1 - Lithographed . 
( i) Full stop after " rbl." 
Iii) Tablet of value en
closed with solid line of 
colour on three sides. 

Type I. Typographed . 

No. 437. Workman's ear sticks 
out from head . Line of shading 
on either side of hand com
pletely separates it from bust 
and head of hammer. Tall 
" 8" extends to Within -1 mm. 
of top edge of tablet. 

d. 2.-Typographed . 
No stop after " KOP". 
Top of "3" bent 
upwards. 

e. 2.-Typographed. 
Thick figu re "4" . 

2.-Typographed 
"3" with straight head; 
"o" narrower. 

g. 2.-Typographed 
"4" nearly closed and 
squat. 
Wide-spaced "KOP". 

h 2 - Typographed 
fi) No stop after " rbl." 
(ii) Space between 
tablet and frame left 
whi te. 

Type 1.. Li thographed . 

No. 469 . Ear close against 
head. Hand touches hammer 
and bust. Squat "8" is ; mm. 
from top of tablet. Portrait 
generally is fl atter and almost 
unshaded. 

Type II. Lithographed 

• 

No. 470. Smaller portrait. Dis
tances from inner frame- line ~ 
to cap; i mm., and to head of 
hammer 2; mm. as against 1 

i mm. and 1 i mm. respec-
tively in Type I. 1 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LITHOGRAPHED AND TYPOGRAPHED DSSUES. 
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R.S.F.S.R. 

1923(May) -Definitive Issue im 1923 Gold Currency. 

Lithographed on white paper. Perforated: 14.5. 

Designed by I.Shadr. 

Designs: Worker, Peasant and Soldier Heads. 

1 & 2rbl. values were prepared for use but 
not issued. 

Essays of a 20rbl. value exist in black and 
violet blue 

NOTE: Imperforate stamps were generally not on sale, but 
were sold at the Philatelic Bureau in Moscow. 
This was the last issue of stamps for the R.S.F.S.R. 
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R.S.F.S.R. 

1923(1May) -Charity Provisional Issue commemorating 

"Philately for the Workers". Various issues 

overprinted in gold, bronze and silver, thus -

Value 

1rbl. 
2rbl 
2rbl 
4rbl 
4rbl 
1rbl 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

"1st May 
1923" 

1rbl on 
2rbl on 
2rbl on 
4rbl on 
4rbl on 
1rbl on 

and "Philately -
Workers" 

Overprint Colour 

10rbl. Bronze 
250rbl. Bronze 
250rbl. Bronze 

5000rbl. Bronze 
5000rbl. Silver 

10rbl. Gold. 

Issues Overprinted in order of above 

10rbl. 5th. Anniversary of October Revolution 
250rbl. Science & Arts Issue on medium paper 
250rbl. Science & Arts Issue on pelure paper 

5000rbl. Industry Issue. 
5000rbl. Industry Issue 

10rbl. 5th. Anniversary of October Revolution. 

Available for sale only at Moscow for one 
day. A Surtax equal tQ the face value was 
levied for charitable purposes. Surcharges 
in red are essays. All values expressed in 
New Currency as at 1st May 1923 when 1rbl(1923) 
equalled 1,000,000rbl(1922). 
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U.S.S.R. 

1923(19 Aug.) -The First Issue of Postage Stamps for U.S.S.R. 

which commemorated the Exhibition of Agricul

tural Science, Industry and Home Building held 

Designed by G.Pachkov. Lithographed on thin 

white Paper. Values in Gold Roubles. 

The U.S.S.R. was inaugurated on 6th July 1923. 

Line Perforated 12.5. 
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1923(0ct.)- 1924(Jan.)- Definitive issue. 
Walues expressed in gold currency (zolotom). 
Lithographed on unwatermarked wove paper. 
Imperforate. 
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